InterConnection
Creating opportunity for others, through secure Charitable IT Asset Disposition

1. **SECURE PICK-UP**
   An InterConnection driver will arrive at your facility to pick-up your IT assets. A security badge will be presented and Chain of Custody will begin at the time of pick-up.

2. **ASSETS DISCOVERED, SCANNED & TRACKED**
   Upon arrival to our Seattle facility, assets are signed for by trained ITAD professionals. Equipment is scanned and tracked throughout the process ensuring accountability.

3. **SORTED & CLASSIFIED**
   Once IT assets are discovered, they are sorted and classified according to technical specifications and condition. Devices are refurbished or responsibly recycled based upon strict R2 standards.

4. **DESTRUCTION OF DATA**
   As an R2:2013 & ISO 14001 certified recycler, InterConnection securely wipes all data in compliance with U.S. Department of Defense standards. All hard drives are wiped or shredded.

5. **CERTIFIED REFURBISHMENT**
   Experienced technicians refurbish your computers, laptops, tablets and phones, ensuring they receive a 2nd life helping someone in need.

6. **MAKING AN IMPACT**
   Refurbished IT assets are distributed through our charitable programs, helping the most vulnerable amongst us. From Seattle neighborhoods and schools to the villages of Sierra Leone, your impact is felt worldwide.